














A MULTI-LEGGED ROBOT CAPABLE OF MOVING CURVED COLUMNAR OBJECTS: TAOYAKA-IV 
 
青栁龍志 





The inspection and maintenance of large industrial plants is an important task for robots. Also, in emergency, 
a robot that can be applied to rescue applications is required. These tasks would be very difficult for 
conventional robots, because most extant robots must first assess the shape of the object and control many DOF 
to climb. In our previous works, we developed a flexible manipulator inspired by an octopus, which could grasp 
various objects without sensors or controls. Its flexible body passively adapted to differences in the objects’ 
features. In this research, we apply this mechanism to a six-legged climbing robot that can climb arbitrary 
columnar objects without first sensing their shapes. 


























































































































図１３ １００A の上昇実験 
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